
Natural Stone Step

Choices at Wicki Stone

Natural Karney ®

Completely natural. Edges are highly irregular, top sur-

faces can be rough and uneven.

Dimensional Karney ®

Sawn smooth on all four sides and top and bottom.

Flame treated (thermal finish) for light texture.

Sawn Natural Edge Karney ®

Sawn smooth top and bottom with natural, 
irregular edges.
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Sawn Natural Edge Indian Hill®

Sawn smooth top and bottom with natural, 
irregular edges.
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Natural Flagstone Steps

Completely natural. Edges are highly irregular, top sur-

faces can be rough and uneven.

Sawn Natural Edge Flagstone

Sawn smooth top and bottom with natural, 
irregular edges.

Dimenstional Bluestone Thermal Finish

Sawn smooth on all four sides and top and bottom.

Flame treated (thermal finish) for light texture.
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Snapped Bluestone

Sawn smooth top and bottom. All sides are guillotine 
snapped for reasonably straight edges. Top and 

bottom steps are smooth but not slippery.
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Sawn Rockfaced Bluestone

Top and bottom of step are smooth but not slippery. 

Edges are chiseled to provide an aged texture.
Back edge is sawn straight - no texture

Sawn Natural Edge Bluestone

Sawn smooth top and bottom with natural, 
irregular edges.

Tumbled Bluestone

Top and bottom of step are smooth but not slippery. 
Edges are softened by tumbling.
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Natural PA Colonial

Completely natural. Edges are highly irregular, top sur-

faces can be rough and uneven.
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Natural Rainbow

Completely natural. Edges are highly irregular, top sur-

faces can be rough and uneven.

Berkshire Granite

Sawn smooth on all four sides and top and bottom.

Flame treated (thermal finish) for light texture. 
front edges can have texture

Brownstone

Top and bottom of step are smooth but not slippery. 

Edges are chiseled to provide an aged texture.
Back edge is sawn straight - no texture
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Snapped Limestone

Sawn smooth top and bottom. All sides are guillotine 
snapped for reasonably straight edges. Top and 

bottom steps are smooth but not slippery.
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Snapped Tennessee Crab Orchard

All sides are guillotine snapped for reasonably 
straight edges. Top and bottom steps have a natural 

textured finish.

Old World

Completely natural. Edges are highly irregular, top sur-

faces can be rough and uneven.

Pacific Blue
Sawn smooth top and bottom. Top and bottom of 

step are smooth but not slippery. Front and sides are 
rock face chisled for texture
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Reclaimed Granite Steps

Roughly uniform heights, top and bottom are textured. 
Sides can vary in finish. Reclaimed.
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Bronte

Sawn smooth top and bottom. Top and bottom of 

step are smooth but not slippery. Front and sides are 
rock face chisled for texture

Reclaimed Brownstone

Roughly uniform heights, reasonable straight front 
edges, Smooth but not slippery tops have light texture.
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